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TULIPA 630 
 

Fold down seat for public spaces 
 
A seat designed for use in multi-purpose halls and especially suitable for lecture theaters. 
Of generous dimensions both widthwise and depth wise, it provides the user with a high 
standard of comfort. 
 

 
 
It incorporates as standard a linking system allowing them to be formed into straight 
rows or curved rows with small radius. 
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The customized design of the backrest ensures that an image of continuity is obtained 
when the seats are formed into rows, thereby enhancing the appearance of the 
installation. 
 
The chair can be easily stacked vertically. This is done 
with the seat in the fixed position. The maximum 
number of chairs that can be stacked in a single pile, 
depending on weight and height, is 15. Can be 
supplied with transportation trolley. 
 
The fundamental feature of this chair is that it offers the 
choice of having the seat tip up automatically or 
being fixed in position like a conventional chair. This 
system, which comes as standard, means that the seat 
is permanently up when not in use. The advantage of 
this is that users will always be able to move freely 
along the gangways between rows, with the increased 
comfort and safety this implies. Thanks also to this 
feature, a hall's capacity can be increased by up to 
15% without cutting down on either comfort or user 
safety. 
At the user's choice, the seat can be fixed in the open 
position so that the chair can be used for other purposes such as in dining rooms or 
meeting rooms, or as visitors' chairs. 
 
May incorporate an anti-panic fold-away writing tablet. The writing tablet does not 
affect its stack-ability. 
 

All these features make this an exceptionally versatile chair. 
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TULIPA 633 
 

Bench of ergonomic seats with armrests for waiting areas, halls, 
hospitals, clinics, public spaces and passenger terminals 
 

 
 
The bench may include groups of seats of 3, 4 or 5 units with high level of comfort, thanks 
to its generous dimensions in width and depth as well as structural armrests. 
 
The design of the backrest means that when rows are formed, an image of continuity 
which enhances the aspect of the facility is provided. 
 
Benches for Airport Seating, Auditorium, Conference & Congress, Healthcare, 

Public Buildings, Waiting Areas... 
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DIMENSIONS 
 

Tulipa 630 

 
 
 

Tulipa 633 
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TECHNICAL SPECS 
 
Structure: 
 Steel tube with special shape, welded with continuous arc. 

 
Paint: 
 Electrostatic polyester powder 
 Coat thickness: 70-80 microns 
 Cross-cut adhesion test UNE-EN ISO 2409: 100% 

 
Chrome Plating: 
 Coating thickness: 20 micron minimum 

  
Upholstery: 
 Fire standards: 

ꞏ Spain: UNE-EN 1021 Parts 1 and 2 
ꞏ USA: CAL T.B. 133 (with approved fabric) 

 
Aluminum: 
 Material: UNE L-2630 
 Density: 2.7 gr/cm3 
 Traction resistance: 240 MPa 

 
Weight: 
 8.2 Kg 

 

 


